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The preliminary design optimization of multi-stage spur gear reduction units has been a 

subject of considerable interest, since many high-performance power transmission applications 

(e.g., automotive and aerospace) require high-performance gear reduction units. There are 

multiple objectives in the optimal design of multi-stage spur gear reduction unit, such as 

minimizing the volume and maximizing the surface fatigue life. It is reasonable to formulate the 

design of spur gear reduction unit as a multi-objective optimization problem, and find an 

appropriate approach to solve it. In this paper an interactive physical programming approach 

is developed to place physical programming into an interactive framework in a natural way. 

Class functions, which are used to represent the designer's preferences on design objectives, are 

fixed during the interactive physical programming procedure. After a Pareto solution is 

generated, a preference offset is added into the class function of each objective based on whether 

the designer would like to improve this objective or sacrifice the objective so as to improve other 

objectives. The preference offsets are adjusted during the interactive physical programming 

procedure, and an optimal solution that satisfies the designer's preferences ~s supposed to be 

obtained by the end of the procedure. An optimization problem of three-stage spur gear 

reduction unit is given to illustrate the effectiveness of  the proposed approach. 
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I. Introduction 

The preliminary design optimization of multi-  

stage spur gear reduction units has been a subject 

of considerable interest, since many high-perfor- 

mance power transmission applications (e.g., au- 

tomotive and aerospace) require high-perfor- 
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mance gear reduction units (David et al., 2000). 

There are multiple objectives in the optimal de- 

sign of multi-stage spur gear reduction unit, such 

as minimizing the volume and maximizing the 

surface fatigue life. It is reasonable to formulate 

the design of  spur gear reduction unit as a mult i -  

objective optimization problem, and find an ap- 

propriate approach to solve it. 

Park, Kim, and Choi proposed a new decom- 

position method for parallel processing of multi- 

disciplinary design optimization, such as colla- 
borative optimization (CO) and individual disci- 

pline feasible (IDF) method (Park et al., 2002). 
Park, Lee, and Choi proposed a decomposition 

method which adaptively determines the number 
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and sequence of  analyses in each sub-problem 
corresponding to the available number of pro- 
cessors in parallel (Lee et al., 2004). Physical 
programming has shown its effectiveness and ease 
of use in a variety range of problems (Chen et al., 
2000 ; Messac, 1996 ; Messac et al., 2001). Physi- 
cal programming captures the designer's prefer- 
ences using class functions with physically mean- 
ingful parameters. Changing the class functions 
of design objectives, each Pareto points on the 
Pareto frontier can be reached. Physical pro- 
gramming is a non-interactive approach. How- 
ever, the designer's knowledge on the multiob- 
jective optimization problem is increasing during 
the design process. After obtaining a Pareto de- 
sign, the designer may want to explore other 
Pareto designs around it, in order to improve 
some objectives, or sacrifice some objectives to 
improve the other objectives. This entails the in- 
teractive multiobjective optimization design. 

Huang and Tian developed an interactive phy- 
sical programming approach, and applied it to 
the design optimization of gear reduction unit 
(Tian et al., 2002) and reliability and redundancy 
allocation problem (Huang et al., 2004). This 
approach first placed physical programming into 
an interactive framework and attained more flexi- 
bilities. However, the way this approach used to 
adjust the optimization model during the inter- 
active process is not so natural. After obtaining 
a Pareto solution, for instance, if the designer 
would like to improve an objective to be mini- 
mized, the preference ranges of  this objective will 
move to the left by the same distance. This objec- 
tive will be improved by adjusting its class func- 
tion setting in this way, but the resulted preference 
ranges can not actually represent the designer's 
preferences on this objective anymore. 

In this paper, we propose another interactive 
physical programming approach that adjusts the 
physical programming model in a natural way. 
The preference ranges for each objective are fixed 
during the interactive physical programming pro- 
cedure. That is, the preference ranges will actually 
represent the designer's preferences on the ob- 
jectives all through the optimization process. Af- 
ter a Pareto solution is generated, a preference 

offset is added into the class function of each 
objective based on whether the designer would 
like to improve this objective or sacrifice the 
objective so as to improve other objectives. These 
preference offsets, in fact, represent the designer's 
tradeoff on the design objectives. The preference 
offsets are adjusted during the interactive physical 
programming procedure, and an optimal solution 
that satisfies the designer's preferences is supposed 
to be obtained by the end of the procedure. An 
optimization problem of three-stage spur gear 
reduction unit is given to illustrate the effec- 
tiveness of  the proposed approach. 

2. Physical Programming Synopsis 
(Messac, 1996) 

Physical programming is an effective and com- 
putational efficient approach for multiobjective 
optimization design which includes the following 
steps in the optimization process: (i) Choose 
design metrics, (2) Choose design parameters, 
(3) Develop mapping between design parameters 
and design metrics, (4) Develop aggregate objec- 
tive function using class functions, and (5) Per- 
form computational optimization. 

Class functions are used within physical pro- 
gramming for the designer to express his (or her) 
preferences over each design metric. The design 
metrics are classified into four classes : smaller is 
better, larger is better, value is better, and range is 
better. There are two class functions, one soft and 
one hard, with respect to each class. The hard 
class functions are used to represent constraints, 
while the soft class functions become additive 
constituent components of  the aggregate objective 
function (to be minimized) of the optimization 
model. For example, the qualitative meaning of 
the class function of class 1 soft metric (class i-S) 
is depicted in Figure I. The value of the objective 
function, gi, is on the x-axis, and the corre- 
sponding class function value, ~,. is on the y -  
axis. 

There are six preference ranges for class I-S 
design metrics: Highly desirable (g~<gzl), De- 
sirable (gil<g,<gz2), Tolerable (g,2~g~<g,a), 
Undesirable (g~3~gi~g~4), Highly undesirable 
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(g,4<g,<g,s) ,  and Unacceptable (gi>gis).  The 
parameters g,l to g,5 are specified by the designer 
to quantify his (or her) preferences on design 
metric g~. 

The aggregate objective function is formed by 
combining the class functions of  all the soft de- 
sign metrics. The physical programming model 
takes the following form (Messac, 1996). 

/ I ,so 
(x) = I n  --~-~ ~,[g,(x)]} (For soft classes) 1F ] 

s.t. g,(x) <g,s (For class I-S design metncs) 
g, (x) >g,s (For class 2-S design metrics) 

g,s, -<g, (x) <g, se 
(For class 3-S and 4-S design metrics) (I) 

g,(x) ~:g,u (For class I-H design metrics) 
gi(x) ~g,m (For class 2-H design metrics) 
g,m<g~(x) <g,M 

(For class 3-H and 4-H design metncs) 

x~, < x~ < x~ 

where nsc is the number of soft criteria, gim, g,n, 
X~m and xj~ represent minimum and maximum 
values. 

g,sL <g, (x) <g, sR 
(For class 3-S and 4-S design metrics) (2) 

g~(x) <g,~ (For class I-H destgn metrics) 
g,(x) >g,m (For class 2-H design metrics) 

g~m~g, (X) ~g,~ 
(For class 3-H and 4-H design metrics) 

xjm <x~ <-x~M 

where d, is the preference offset with respect to 
objective i. If  each d, takes the value 0, then the 
model in equation (2) is reduced to that in 
equation (1). 

In equation (2), d, is added to ln(,~,), the 
logarithm value of the class function of objective 
i, so that the designer's tradeoff on this objective 
will vary evenly in preference space with the 
variation of value at',. The preference offsets are 
adjusted during the interactive physical program- 
ming procedure, depending on whether the ob- 
jectives are supposed to be improved or sacrificed. 
If an objective i is supposed to be improved, the 
preference offset d, should be increased, and vice 
versa. 

3. Interactive Physical 
Programming Procedure 

The concept of preference offset is introduced, 
and the physical programming model that inclu- 
des the preference offsets is presented in this sec- 
tion. Finally, the procedure of the proposed in- 
teractive physical programming approach is pres- 
ented in details. 

3.1 Preference offset 
The preference offsets are used to describe the 

designer's tradeoff on design objectives in the 
physical programming model of  the optimization 
problem. There is a preference offset with respect 
to each design objective. The physical program- 
ming model that includes preference offsets is 
formulated as 

f I rise 

lixm/(x) =In t-n~-~ ~ exp[ln(g,) +d,] } (For soft classes) 

s.t. g,(x) <g,s (For class I-S design metrics) 
g,(x) >g,s (For class 2-S design metrics) 

3.2 The interactive physical programming 
procedure 

The procedure of the proposed interactive 
physical programming is presented below, with 
detailed explanations. 

Step I : Generate the initial Pareto design using 
physical programming formulated in equation 
(1), or using the model in equation (2) with the 
preference offsets equal to 0. 

Step 2 : Visualize the generated Pareto designs. 
This step enables the designer to analyze the 
generated designs directly, and specify which 
objectives need to be improved and which can 
be sacrificed. The visualization of Pareto designs 
is implemented in the form of bar chart in the 
preference space. 

Step 3 : Select the most satisfying one from the 
Pareto designs that already generated. If the 
designer is satisfied with this design, the proce- 
dure will be terminated and the design will be 
outputted. Otherwise, go to step 4. 

Step 4: Adjust the preference offsets for the 
design objectives. In this way, we will specify 
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which objectives need to be improved and which 
can be sacrificed, and how much these objectives 
should be improved or sacrificed. If an objective 
i is supposed to be improved, the preference offset 
d; should be increased, and vice versa. How much 
the preference offset should be depends on how 
much the objective is supposed to be improved or 
sacrificed, and how many objectives there are. 

Step 5: Generate a new Pareto design by 
solving the optimization model in equation (2) 
with the preference offsets determined in step 4. 
Here the MATLAB constrained optimization 
package is used to solve this nonlinear program- 
ming problem. Then go to step 2. 

4. Problem Formulation 

The optimization model of  three-stage spur 
gear reduction unit is formulated in this section, 
with minimum volume, minimum surface fatigue 
life and maximum load-carrying capacity as 
design objectives. The schematic illustration of  
the three-stage spur gear reduction unit is shown 
in Figure 2 (David et ai., 2000). The design 
vector x is 

x =  [H,, Hz, H3, m,, m2, ms, Np,, Np2, Nm, (3) 
Ne,, Ngz, bl, bz, &, d,l, d~2] 

where H, is the core hardness, m. is the module 
value, b, is the face width of the i-th gear set. gp, 
represents the tooth numbers of the i-th pinion, 
Ng, represents the tooth numbers of  the i-th gear. 
ds, is the diameter of the i-th shaft. 

(;ear 2 

, ~ Pinion ', I inlon I / \ \  

(I, 2 

d, 

14 ~ Gear 3 

i /  

bl  P,  . . . . . . .  2 ,i~- 
h, 

Fig. 2 The schematic illustration of the three-stage 
spur gear reduction unit 

Let din, dp2 and dps represent the pitch circle 
diameters of  the pinions and dgl, d~  and d~  the 
pitch circle diameters of  the gears. Ls represents 
the length of  the two shafts, assuming that they 
are equal. We can calculate d~  with the following 
equation : 

dga= dp,dp2dp3 (4) 
edg, da  

where e is the overall speed reduction ratio of  
the gearbox (the value of e=0.1  is used in this 
paper). 

The optimization model of three-stage spur 
gear reduction unit takes the following form 
(David et al., 2000; Tian et al., 2002) : 

mill V = 4 [  (d~,, + d ~ )  b,+(d~,2 +d~)  b2 (5) 

+(dgs  + d ~ )  bs+ (d~, + d g 2 ) L , ]  

m i n S F = m i n { S F l ,  SF2, SF3} (6) 

max T ~ = {  T~, T~ z , T~ } (7) 

s . t .  

2T~ 
KvKoKm-S'~(H1) Cs(H~)krkm,<O (8) 

m, b d  ( N p l ) d p l  

2 T, dg, KvKoK~-S'~ (I-12) C~ (H2) krk.~O 
m ~  (Np,) dp, dp, 

(9) 

16 T~dg, 
7rds 3, dm rmax ~ 0 ( l l ) 

16 T~dg, dgz 
~d~zdpzdp2 Z'mx < 0  (12) 

9rnl-- bl ~O (13) 

9rn2-- b2K0 (14) 

9m3-- b3K0 (15) 

bl-- 14ml < 0  (16) 

b2 -  14m2~0 (17) 

b 2 - 1 4 m 3 < 0  (18) 

2 T~d,,da K~KoKM- S'~(Hs) C.(Hs) krk., <-O (lO) 
m,~  (Np~) dp,c&dp~ 
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rig_. . / f d , ~ c o s C V _ i & , + d , , V  • z ,± zmi-z~/ ~---2~-- ) ± ~ - ~ - - - }  sm 

d ~ - 2  , 2 / / d ~ c ° s ¢ V + t & + d a \ ' i ,  
• m . -  ~/t _ - - - -y- - - )  k - - - - - T - - ]  ~ "  

d - -  . /[ d ~ c o s e V - /  &3+d~\Z . 2 • zma-'V ~--~-_--) ±k~ .  } sin ¢<0 (21) 

1 7 - N p ~ < 0  (22) 

1 7 - N m ~ 0  (23) 

1 7 - N p a ~ 0  (24) 

¢<0 (19) 

eKO (20) 

Table 1 Parameter symbols and their values 

Description Symbol Value Units 

Pressure angle 
Shaft length 

Elastic coelBcmnt 
Velocity factor 
Overload factor 
Mounting factor 

Surface fatigue strength 
Surface reliability factor (99.0~ 
Bending reliability I:actor (99.0~ 

Mean stress factor 
Torsmnal stress hm~t 

¢ 20 degree 
Ls 0.1 m 
Cp 190,910 ,/P'~a 
Kv 2.0 none 
Ko I 0 none 
K~, 1.6 none 
Sis 1309 I MPa 
CR 1.0 none 
kr 0.814 none 
k~ 1 4 none 
rmax 172.25 MPa 

Equation (5) represents the volume objective. SF 
in equation (6) represents the surface fatigue life 

index, where 

S F I -  4C~,KvKoKmTo, dpt+dg~ (25) 
¢S}~CR b,d~,,dg, cos ¢ s i n  2 z 

S F 2 =  4CZpKvK°KmT~ dpz+d~ dg, 
¢S~,Ce b2d~,zdse dr,, (26) cos  e s i n  2 2 

constraints, equations (19)-  (2 I) represent the in- 

terference constraints, equations (22)-(24) repre- 

sent the tooth number constraints. Other symbols 

used here and their values are summarized in 

Table 1 (David et al., 2000). 

5. Results  and Discussions 

SF3= 4C~KvKoKnT~ dp3+ds, dgld~ 
¢S}eCe bad~adsa dpLdpz (27) cos ¢ sin 2 2 

where SFI, SF2, and SF3 represents the squar- 

ed value C~, of the surface fatigue life factor CL, 

of the first, second, and third gear set, respective- 

ly. A smaller value of CL, indicates longer surface 

fatigue life (Juvinall et al., 1991). 

Z~ in equation (7) represents the load-carr-  

ying capacity index, where 

S'~ (Ill) C, (1-1,) krk,~sm~bt] (N~) &,  
7",'. - (28) 

2K~Ko/G  

S'~ (1-12) C,(Hz) krkm,mzbz] (Np2) dp,&2 
T~n = (29) 

2 Kv KoKmctgl 

S;, (Ha) Cs (Ha) krk~rnabJ (Np3) clpfflp2dpa 
Z' .  - (30) 

2KvKoK, Mg,d~ 

where ] is geometry factor. The standard R.R. 

Moore endurance limit S~ and the surface factor 

Cs are the functions of the core hardness. 
Equations (8)-(10) represent the tooth bend- 

ing fatigue failure constraints, equations (1 I ) -  
(12) represent the shaft torsional stress constr- 

aints, equations (13)-(18) reflect the face width 

Interactive physical programming is used to 

solve the optimization model of three-stage spur 

gear reduction unit tbrmulated in section 4. The 

objectives V and SF belong to Class- IS  design 

metrics, while objective Z,'n belongs to Class-2S 

design metric. The class functions settings for the 

three objectives are listed in Table 2. These class 

functions settings will not change all through the 

interactive physical programming procedure. 

The MATLAB constrained optimization pack- 

age is used to solve the optimization model for- 

mulated in equation (2). The initial Pareto de- 

sign generated using physical programming is 

visualized m preference space, as shown in Figure 
3. The optimal volume value is 0.0015 m s , the 

optimal load-carrying capacity is 31.4082 N.m,  

and the optimal surface fatigue life index is 

0.3868. Assume that the class function values of  

Table 2 The class functions settings 

ObJective 

V (m 3) 

Z,n (N.m) 

SF (None) 

Class g,l 8,2 g,3 g,4 g,s 
IS 0.0010 0.0015 0.0020 0.0050 ).0100 

2S 40 25 15 10 5 

IS 0.3 0.5 0.8 I 0 1.5 
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the three objectives are supposed to be at the 

same level. Therefore, on the basis of the initial 

Pareto design, l/Tneeds to be improved. 

There are three objectives in this problem. We 

need to fix the preference offset with respect to 

one objective to 0 in the interactive physical pro- 

gramming procedure, and adjust the preference 

offsets with respect to other objectives. If two 

objectives are improved, it is equivalent to sacri- 

fice the left objective, since we can not improve all 

the objectives simultaneously. Here we fix the 

preference offset of S F  to zero. 

After running interactive physical program- 

ming for several iterations, we get the optimal 

solution with desirable characteristic we are se- 

eking. The final optimal solution is visualized 

m Figure 4. The preference offset vector with 

respect to this optimal solution is 1"0.49, 0.21, 0]. 

The optimal values for the three objectives are 

0.0014 m 3, 28.9987 and 0.4256, respectively. The 

volume objective is improved, and the other two 

objectives are sacrificed. The maximum class 

function value of  the three objectives decreases 

form 0.5357 in the initial optimal solution to 

0.3750 in the final optimal solution. 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed an interactive phys- 

ical programming approach that adjusts the 

physical programming model in a natural way. 

The preference ranges for each objective are fixed 

during the interactive physical programming pro- 

cedure. The concept of preference offset is in- 

troduced, and used for adjusting the optimization 

model during the interactive physical program- 

ming procedure based on the designer's prefer- 

ences on improving or sacrificing some obJectives. 

The pret~rence offsets actually represent the de- 

signer's tradeoff on the design objectives. The 

preference offsets are adjusted during the interac- 

tive physical programming procedure, and an 

optimal solution that satisfies the designer's pre- 

ferences is supposed to be obtained by the end 

of the procedure. The optimization problem of 

three-stage spur gear reduction unit illustrates the 

effectiveness of the proposed approach. 
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